At present, understanding of DNA methylation at the population level is still limited. Here, we first extended the classical framework of population genetics, such as single nucleotide polymorphism allele frequency, linkage disequilibrium (LD), LD block and haplotype, to epigenetics. Then, as an example, we compared the DNA methylation disequilibrium (MD) maps between HapMap CEU (Caucasian residents of European ancestry from Utah) population and YRI (Yoruba people from Ibadan) population (lymphoblastoid cell lines). We analyzed the differences and similarities between CEU and YRI from the following aspects: SMP (single methylation polymorphism) allele frequency, SMP allele association, MD, MD block and methylation haplotype (meplotype) frequency. The results showed that CEU and YRI had similar distribution of SMP allele frequency, and shared many MD block region. We believe that the framework of population genetics can be used in the population epigenetics. The population epigenetic framework also has potential prospects in the study of complex diseases, such as epigenome-wide association study.
Introduction
DNA methylation is an important epigenetic mechanism that occurs by adding a methyl group to DNA [1, 2] . It often plays important roles in the regulation of gene expression [3, 4] , aging [5, 6] , genomic imprinting [7, 8] , X-chromosome inactivation [9] and development [10] [11] [12] .
Although the role of DNA methylation in the modification of gene function is widely studied, the understanding of population characteristics of DNA methylation is still limited. In this study, we do not consider the dynamic changes of DNA methylation, only discuss the population characteristics. Some previous studies had indicated that DNA methylation site can form polymorphisms (also known as single methylation polymorphisms, SMPs) over an evolutionary timescale, and researchers have successfully carried out some population epigenetic studies for plant and animal genomes [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
For human, Shoemaker et al. applied the principle of linkage disequilibrium (LD) to analyze the DNA methylation data in 16 cell lines, and observed the correlation of methylation between adjacent CpG loci [19] . Moen et al. conducted a population study using DNA methylation data [20] . They detected the cytosine modification levels (using the Illumina HumanMethylation450 BeadChip) of 133 lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) derived from individuals of Yoruba people from Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI) and Caucasian residents of European ancestry from Utah (CEU). All the samples were from the International HapMap Project [21, 22] . Using the population data, they identified some differentially methylation loci between the CEU and YRI, assessed the genetic contribution to epigenetic differences and analyzed the role of modification quantitative trait loci (mQTL) on gene expression [20] . As an important application, they also build a SCAN database to facilitate the search of expression quantitative trait loci and mQTL [23] . Though they have achieved great success in explaining the relationship between genetic, epigenetic and expression, they only provide limited information on population epigenetic structure itself.
In this study, we did not consider how the genetic and epigenetic influence expression. Our aim is to elaborate and illustrate the population characteristics of DNA methylation. We extended the classical methods of population genetics to epigenetics, and constructed a population epigenetic analysis system. We then compared the differences and similarities of epiallele frequency, epiallele association, methylation disequilibrium (MD), MD block and meplotype (methylation haplotype) frequency between CEU population and YRI population.
Extended the classical framework of population genetics to epigenetics
Convert DNA methylation b-value into methylation genotype data
To compare the DNA MD maps with LD maps, we put the DNA methylation level data and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotype data into a unified framework, that is, we convert the DNA methylation b-value into methylation genotype data.
For a CpG locus, the methylation status b-value can be described as b¼methylated signals/(methylated signalsþ unmethylated signals þ a). For Illumina chip, the a is set to 100 [24] . For an individual, if he/she has two modified cytosine at the same CpG locus on both members of a pair of homologous chromosomes, he/she would be detected with a high level of cytosine modifications by methylation chip, and will have a higher b-value. If he/she has one modified cytosine and one unmodified cytosine at the same locus, he/she would be detected with a moderate level of cytosine modifications, and will have a moderate b-value. If he/she has two unmodified cytosine at the same locus on both homologous chromosomes, he/she would be detected with a low level of cytosine modifications by methylation chip, and will have a lower b-value. Then we put the DNA methylation level data and SNP genotype data into a unified framework, and define some related concepts as follows:
1. SMP: is defined as single methylation polymorphism, or single cytosine modification polymorphism. A SMP locus is a specific chromosome location where cytosine base can be methylated. 2. SMP allele: is defined as the DNA methylation modification status of one member of homologous chromosomes at a specific chromosome cytosine location. There are two alleles for a SMP locus: methylation (M allele) and unmethylation (U allele) ( Figure 1A ). 3. SMP allele frequency: is defined as the frequency of methylation allele M and unmethylation allele U. For n samples, the frequency of methylation allele M p M can be calculated as:
The frequency of unmethylation allele U p U can be calculated as:
is defined as a SMP locus with rare M allele, that is, the frequency of M allele is <1% (p M < 0:01). 5. ruSMP: is defined as a SMP locus with rare U allele, that is, the frequency of U allele is <1% (p U < 0:01). p U < 0:01 is equivalent to p M > 0:99. In other words, for a ruSMP locus, the frequency of M allele is >99%. 6. Common SMP: is defined as a SMP locus with common M allele, that is, the frequency of M allele is from 1% to 99%. For a common SMP, the frequency of U allele is also from 1% to 99%. 7. Menotype (methylation genotype): At a specific chromosome cytosine location, the menotype is defined as the combination of SMP alleles located on homologous chromosomes. In other words, for an individual, the menotype at a cytosine locus is the DNA methylation genotype at the locus. There are three possible menotypes at a cytosine locus: methylation homozygote, methylation heterozygote and unmethylation homozygote ( Figure 1B 
where 
The DNA MD
For two loci, there may be some correlations. For the SNP data, if there is non-random association of alleles between two SNP loci in a population, we call LD. LD has been widely used in complex disease and population analysis [26] [27] [28] [29] . Here, we extend this concept to DNA methylation analysis, and define some related concepts as follows:
1. Meplotype (methylation haplotype): is defined as a collection of specific SMP alleles (M or U) on a chromosome (or a haploid) ( Figure 1C ). 2. Meplotype frequency: is defined as the frequency of meplotypes. In this study, we used the Maximum Likelihood Estimate method, which was described by Excoffier et al. [30] , to estimate the meplotype frequencies in CEU population and YRI population. 3. Methylation equilibrium: For two SMP loci SMP1 and SMP2, we suppose that SMP1 has two alleles M1 and U1, and SMP2 has two alleles M2 and U2. The four SMP allele frequencies are denoted as p M1 , p U1 , p M2 , p U2 . Methylation equilibrium (ME) is defined as: SMP1 and SMP2 are independent, that is, no association exists between SMP alleles at the two SMP loci. Based on the principle of independence, ME can be described using formula:
where p M1M2 is the frequency of meplotype M1M2, p M1 is the frequency of SMP1 allele M1, p M2 is the frequency of SMP2 allele M2. 4. Methylation disequilibrium: For two SMP loci SMP1 and SMP2, the MD is defined as non-random association between SMP alleles at the two SMP loci. Therefore, we define the MD coefficient md as follows:
We also provided other four equivalent definitions [31, 32] :
5. MD coefficient mD 0 and mr 2 : We standardized the md using the following two methods. mD 0 is defined as [33] follows:
The range of mD 0 is between 0 and 1 [31] . mr 2 was defined as [34] follows:
The range of mr 2 is also between 0 and 1.
In this study, the MD coefficient mD 0 and mr 2 are used to measure the degree of association between two SMP loci. 6. MD block: is defined as a chromosome region where SMPs inside were high MD ( Figure 1D ). In this study, we used the Gabriel et al.'s algorithm [35] to identify the MD blocks. 7. A note about meplotype: We suppose that there are n SMP loci in a genomic region, and each locus has two epialleles M and U. If these SMPs are ME (they are independent of each other), there will be 2 n types of meplotypes. If these SMPs are high MD, the types of meplotypes in this region will be < 2 n ( Figure 1C and D).
A case study: comparing the DNA MD maps between HapMap CEU population and YRI population
In this study, we compared the similarities and differences of population epigenetic structure between HapMap CEU population and YRI population from the following aspects: SMP allele frequency, SMP-HWE, MD, MD block and meplotype.
DNA methylation data
In this study, the DNA methylation data of LCLs in two HapMap populations, CEU and YRI, were obtained from NCBI GEO database. We downloaded the 60 CEU and 73 YRI samples from GEO series GSE39672 [20] . The methylation levels of samples were profiled by Illumina 450K array (including 485577 probes). In this study, we only chose to analyze the CpG loci on the autosomal chromosomes. At last, 473 844 loci were included in our study (call ratio > 75% for both CEU and YRI). For each sample, the b-value was used to present the methylation status at a locus.
The SNP genotype data
For each of the 60 CEU and 73 YRI samples, we also extracted their SNP genotype data from the HapMap project [21, 22] . The 3 472 118 autosomal SNPs in both CEU and YRI were selected (call ratio >75%).
In other words, each sample in this study has both SNP profile and DNA methylation profile (The coordinate system is GRCh37).
Compare the SMP allele frequency
We first convert the DNA methylation b-value into menotype data. For each CpG locus, we then calculated the frequency of allele M (p M ). The distribution of p M can be found in Figure 2A . Population epigenetic study | 5
at Cornell University Library on October 19, 2016 http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/ SMP loci were ruSMPs. We also calculated the percentage of rmSMP/ruSMP on each chromosome ( Figure 2B ). From Figure 2B , we can see that, in both CEU and YRI, the percentage of rmSMP was higher than the percentage of ruSMP for each chromosome. For rmSMPs, the CEU and YRI population have almost the same percentage for each chromosome. While for ruSMPs, the percentage of ruSMP in YRI population was higher than the percentage of ruSMP in CEU population for all the chromosomes. We also counted out the number of shared rmSMP/ruSMP between CEU and YRI. The Venn diagram ( Figure 2C) showed that, for each of the two types of SMP (rmSMP and ruSMP), CEU and YRI shared a high proportion of SMP number (116 092 rmSMPs and 43 642 ruSMPs). We also noted that the two rmSMP groups (CEU and YRI) did not have any intersection with the two ruSMP groups (CEU and YRI). These suggest that the SMP loci with higher/lower frequency of M allele in one population (CEU) trend to have higher/lower frequency of M allele in another population (YRI). Then we think whether this population epigenetic phenomenon can still be observed in common SMPs. To illustrate this point, we drew a scatter plot of common SMP frequency (p M ) in CEU against YRI. From Figure 2D , we observed a high degree of positive correlation between CEU and YRI. The Pearson's correlation coefficient is 0.972 (P < 2.2E-16). This indicated that CEU and YRI shared similar population epigenetic characteristics.
Nevertheless, there are still some SMP loci that showed significant differences between CEU and YRI. We then used a 4-fold table Chi-square test to test the difference in proportions of M allele and U allele. The result showed that 601 common SMPs were significantly different (P < 10 À7 ) between YRI and CEU population. Among these loci, the most significant locus is cg12074150 in chromosome 2 (P ¼ 5:94E À 31). The p M is 0.25 in CEU population, while p M is 0.945 in YRI population. The 601 significant SMPs loci and more detailed gene annotation information can be found at http://www.ewas.org.cn/CEU-YRI. To better understand the common SMP M allele frequency, we removed the rare SMPs loci and redrew the distribution of p M for both CEU and YRI ( Figure 2E ). In addition, to compare with SNPs, we also drew the distribution of common SNP (the minor allele frequency is >1%) for both CEU and YRI ( Figure 2F ). We observed that the distribution of SMP alleles was different from the distribution of SNP alleles. For SMP allele frequency, CEU and YRI had similar W-type distribution (that is, the shape is similar to the letter 'W'), while for the SNP allele frequency, CEU and YRI had similar U-type distribution (that is, the shape is similar to the letter 'U'). This indicated that the epigenetic marker has different population characteristics with the genetic marker. In subsequent analyses, we use common SMPs to identify MD, MD block and meplotype.
Compare the SMP allele association between CEU and YRI For each of the two populations (CEU and YRI), we used Wigginton et al.'s [25] method to test the SMP allele association for common SMPs. The results showed that most of the SMPs were SMP-HWE for both populations (80.3% SMPs for CEU population and 73.1% SMPs for YRI). Only 19.7% SMPs in CEU population ( Figure 3A ) and 26.9% SMPs in YRI population ( Figure 3B ) were significantly deviated from SMP-HWE. In other words, for these SMPs, the DNA methylation status of one member of homologous chromosomes may affect the methylation status of the other members of homologous chromosomes (that is, SMP-HWD). Moreover, we analyzed the percentage of two types of SMPs with allele association: synSMPs and excSMPs ( Figure  3A and B). We observed an interesting phenomenon that almost all the SMPs with allele association were excSMPs (99.5% for CEU and 99.8% for YRI). Only 0.5% SMPs with allele association in CEU and 0.2% SMPs with allele association in YRI were synSMPs. This indicated that, for almost all the SMPs with allele association, if one member of homologous chromosomes was methylated, the other member of homologous chromosomes tended to be unmethylated. This population epigenetic phenomenon is consistent in the two HapMap populations CEU and YRI.
We then investigate the sharing of SMPs with allele association between CEU and YRI. Totally, 58 692 SMPs in CEU and 77 867 SMPs in YRI were SMP-HWD (SMP allele association). CEU and YRI shared most of the SMPs with allele association. The Venn diagram ( Figure 3C) showed that 49 804 SMPs with allele association were shared between CEU (84.9% ¼ 49 804/58 692) and YRI (64.0% ¼ 49 804/77 867). This indicated that if two SMP alleles were associated in one population (CEU), they also trended to be associated in the other population (YRI). Nevertheless, there are still 8888 SMPs that are CEU specific, and 28 063 SMPs are YRI specific. The more detailed gene annotation information for these loci can be found at http://www. ewas.org.cn/CEU-YRI. For the three subsets of SMPs (interaction, CEU specific and YRI specific), we also investigated the percentage of synSMPs and excSMPs. We found the percentage of synSMPs were different between CEU specific SMP subset and YRI specific SMP subset. The CEU specific SMP subset had highest percentage of synSMPs (2.9%), and was about nine times that of YRI specific SMP subset (0.3%) ( Figure 3C) .
We also analyzed the number of shared synSMP/excSMP between CEU and YRI. (1) We observed that synSMP/excSMP in CEU did not have any intersection with excSMP/synSMP in YRI ( Figure 3D ). This suggests that the two types of SMP (synSMP and excSMP) are not compatible even between different populations. (2) We also noted that, between CEU and YRI, the synSMPs had different intersection percentage from excSMP. For synSMPs, the intersection percentage was lower for both CEU and YRI populations. There were 289 synSMPs in CEU and 131 synSMPs in YRI. The number of intersection was only 33, accounting for 11.4% (33/289) of CEU synSMPs, and 25.2% (33/131) of YRI synSMPs ( Figure 3D ). However, for excSMP, the intersection percentage was higher in both CEU and YRI populations. The number of intersection accounted for 85.2% (49 771/58 403) of CEU excSMPs, and 64% (49 771/77 736) of YRI excSMPs ( Figure  3D ). This suggested that synSMP has high population specificity; however, excSMP trends to be common between populations.
Although there were some SMP loci with allele association, as we described above, most of the SMPs were SMP-HWE (M and U are independent). In the following analysis, we will use the SMPs with SMP-HWE to compare the MD pattern between CEU and YRI.
Compare the MD between CEU and YRI
To analyze the MD, we first filtered the SMP loci based on the following criteria: (1) SMP-HWE P!0.001 in an individual population (CEU or YRI); (2) the minor SMP allele frequency is >1% (common SMPs). After filtering, there were 239 798 SMPs in CEU population and 212 072 SMPs in YRI population.
We then analyzed the decay of MD with distance. For all the 22 chromosomes, we split the SMPs into a number of bins. Each bin includes 1000 SMPs. For all the pair-wise SMPs in a bin, we calculated the MD coefficient mr 2 and the physical distance. Figure 4A showed the relationship between pair-wise mr 2 and the physical distance of the pair-wise SMPs. The points in a box plot at the nth coordinate represent the average mr 2 values of pair-wise SMPs with distance between the ðn À 1Þth coordinate and the nth coordinate (each box contains 22 points). From Figure 4A , we can see that, for both CEU and YRI population, the MD coefficient mr 2 decayed with distance and had similar tendency. To compare the SMP with SNP, we also split the SNP data (meet HWE P!0.001 and the minor allele frequency!1%) into a number of bins (length 1000 SNPs), and plot the relationship between pair-wise LD coefficient r 2 and the physical distance ( Figure 4A ). We observed that the decay rate of SMP is faster than that of SNP (the two curves of SNP were higher than that of SMP). For the SNP, the decay distance of LD coefficient r 2 is about 500 kb, while for the SMP, the decay distance of MD coefficient mr 2 is only about 1 kb. In Figure 4A , we also noted that the two curves of CEU (CEU_SNP and CEU_SMP) were above the two curves of YRI (YRI_SNP and YRI_SMP). This indicated that the degree of LD and MD in CEU were higher than that of YRI. In addition, we observed that the distance between two curves of SMP was less than the distance between two SNP curves. This suggested that the difference of MD degree between CEU and YRI was less than the difference of LD degree.
Further, we investigated the correlation between SMP MD and SNP LD. For each of the 22 chromosomes, to accurately analyze the correlation, we first split the CEU SMPs into a number of little bins (each bin include 3 SMPs). Then we mapped the CEU SNP loci to bins based on the physical position. For each bin, we calculated the average mr 2 of all pair-wise SMPs and the average r 2 of all pair-wise SNPs. At last, for each chromosome, we calculated the Pearson's correlation coefficient between average mr 2 and average r 2 . We observed the low correlation between SMP MD and SNP LD. Most of the Pearson's correlation coefficient of 22 chromosomes were <0.01. For YRI population, we also repeated the same analysis, and observed a similar phenomenon ( Figure 4B ). This suggested, whether in CEU population or in YRI population, the SMP MD was less affected by SNP LD. For SMP MD and SNP LD, we also separately calculated the Pearson's correlation coefficient between CEU and YRI. We found that, for both SMP and SNP, CEU and YRI have a high correlation.
All of the above analyses were repeated by using bin sizes 5 and 7. From Figure 4B , we can see that the results of bin sizes 5 and 7 are consistent with bin size 3. These results indicated that our results are highly stable and reliable. 
Compare the MD blocks between CEU and YRI
In this study, we used the Gabriel et al.'s algorithm [35] to identify the MD blocks. Table 1 showed the number of MD blocks. For SMP, we identified 571 MD blocks in CEU population and 489 MD blocks in YRI population. Chromosome 6 has the most number of MD blocks (89 MD blocks in CEU and 64 MD blocks in YRI), and chromosome 9 has the fewest number of blocks (only 1 MD blocks in CEU and 2 MD blocks in YRI). To compare with LD blocks, we also identified the LD blocks using Gabriel et al.'s algorithm. We see that, the number of LD blocks is far more than that of MD blocks (Table 1 ). There were 119 719 LD blocks in CEU and 182 481 LD blocks in YRI. We also calculated the average length of MD blocks and LD blocks. We found that the average length of LD blocks (16 931 bp in CEU and 8152 bp in YRI) was also far more than that of MD blocks (298 bp in CEU and 722 bp in YRI). In summary, SMP had lower block number and shorter block size than SNP. This phenomenon is partly because the decay rate of SMP MD is faster than that of SMP LD (see Figure 4A ).
Shared MD blocks between CEU and YRI
We then analyzed the overlap of blocks between CEU and YRI. To compare with random, we fixed the length of MD blocks and shuffled MD blocks across the chromosome. We found that there was almost no overlap between CEU blocks and YRI blocks in the case of random. This indicated that the distribution of MD block is not random, CEU and YRI shared some specific population epigenetic structure. We also counted out the number of completely overlap blocks. There were 88 MD blocks that shared the same starting and ending positions (Supplementary Table S1 ). The block that contains the largest number of SMPs located in HOXA5 (27 180 671-27 192 309 bp) gene body region on chromosome 7. It ranges from 27 182 637 to 27 183 861 bp (length 1.224 kb), and contains 17 SMP loci: cg05076221, cg23936031, cg02248486, cg25866143, cg09549073, cg01370449, cg04863892, cg19759481, cg12128839, cg02916332, cg17569124, Population epigenetic study | 9
at Cornell University Library on October 19, 2016 http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from cg02005600, cg25307665, cg14014955, cg20517050, cg23204968, cg05835726. There were 10 meplotypes in this block, and these meplotypes had similar frequencies for CEU and YRI (for more details, see Supplementary Table S1 ).
The population difference of meplotypes between CEU and YRI 
Discussions
In this study, we analyzed the population epigenetic characteristics using the cytosine modification data. By comparing the SMP allele frequency, SMP allele association, MD, MD block and meplotype frequency between CEU and YRI, we observed some stable population epigenetic phenomena, such as the same distribution of SMP allele frequency, similar percentage of excSMP and shared MD block region. Although Schmitz et al. described that 'errors in the maintenance of methylation states may result in the accumulation of SMPs over an evolutionary timescale' [16] , at present, it is difficult to explain the formation of more complex population epigenetic phenomenon, such as MD and MD block. In this study, we have only explored and described the population characteristics of DNA methylation. In the future, we will further analyze the reasons for the formation of stable population epigenetic characteristics. Here, we do not discuss more about this. For both CEU and YRI populations, 19-27% common SMPs were SMP-HWD. This implies that the two SMP alleles of these SMPs were not independent. Thus, when we carry out frequency-based analysis (such as case-control design) and identify the SMPs related to some phenotypes, the association between the two SMP alleles may affect the results. Here, we believed that the SMPs with SMP-HWD should be filtered in these studies. In other words, it is better to use the SMPs with SMP-HWE as biomarker to identify the association with phenotypes or disease.
In this study, we also carried out an analysis of gene differential expression between CEU and YRI. We downloaded the gene expression data GSE9703 [36] from GEO database. There were 57 CEU samples and 54 YRI samples in both DNA methylation data set and SNP data set. For those genes that have significant differences in SMP allele frequency and meplotype frequency, we used t-test to analyze their difference of gene expression. We observed that the gene expression of the two genes PLEC and MTERFD2 (carrying the most significant meplotypes, mentioned above) did not show the significant differences between CEU and YRI (P ¼ 0.0497 for PLEC and P ¼ 0.2131 for MTERFD2). More detailed information about t-test can be found at http://www.ewas.org.cn/CEU-YRI.
Here, we did not discuss the regulatory relationship between SNP and methylation. Zhang Lab had carried out many excellent works to describe the interaction between SNP and methylation [20, 23, 37] . Although we do not consider these aspects, it does not mean that they are not important. In the future, we will discuss these factors when we explore the reasons for the formation of population epigenetic properties.
The samples in this study were from the LCLs, which is a pure population of B cells [20] . This avoids the effect of tissue-specific DNA methylation patterns on our results [38] because the primary samples from humans may include many cell types. Both CEU and YRI samples were from HapMap, and were simultaneously detected using Illumina chip. Therefore, there are few batch effects, and will not impact on our results. In addition, owing to technical limitations, we are still difficult to detect the menotype (SMP genotype) for a single cell. In this study, we adopt a discretization strategy to describe the menotype of LCLs. The advantage of this strategy is that we can analyze the combination of specific SMP alleles (M or U) on a single chromosome. The disadvantage is that the process of discretization will lose some information. With the development of technology, the detection of SMP alleles will be more accurate. By using thresholds 0.3 and 0.7, we convert the DNA methylation b-value into menotype (UU, UM and MM). We also tried some other thresholds, such as 0.25/0.75 and 0.35/0.65. We found that, the population epigenetic phenomena found by other thresholds were consistent with that found by threshold 0.3/0.7. This indicated that the population epigenetic properties are real, and the different menotype determination methods will not significantly affect our description of the population genetic phenomenon.
We split all the SMPs in 22 chromosomes into a number of bins (length 1000 SMPs). For pair-wise SMPs in each bin, we calculated pair-wise mr 2 and the physical distance. We found that population level. And we also hope that these concepts and principles can be widely used in population epigenetic studies, such as epigenome-wide association studies.
Future
In the future, we plan to develop some programs and software based on these population epigenetic concepts and principles. The progress of our software development and related data resources will be found on the epigenome-wide association studies web site: http://www.ewas.org.cn.
Key Points
• We extended the classical framework of population genetics to epigenetics.
• We compared the DNA methylation disequilibrium maps between HapMap CEU and YRI.
• We observed some stable population epigenetic phenomena.
Supplementary Data
Supplementary data are available online at http://bib.oxford journals.org/.
